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Rationale

One pillar of the SEE River Project is the deployment of a Toolkit to support river corridor management. In a first exploratory project phase conceptual schemes were generated as a contribution to the Development of the SEE River Toolkit and an overview is presented here. The Toolkit has to foster the creation of a river corridor — this is to be defined in a participatory and progressive way. The verbally formulated Leitbild and the coherently structured value system gives rise to a visualization of the river corridor (e.g. through mapping, rendering, physical model, or system modeling) and a set of objectives. Alternatives represent different synthesis amongst: i) what society desires, ii) what complies with the natural evolution patterns (i.e. river styles), and iii) what is allowed by the existing legal framework.

Measuring Objectives

enables us to i) assess the performance of our river corridor, monitor its evolution and evaluate the impact of projects; ii) choose amongst alternatives of river corridor that typically emerge as a response to diverging needs and conflicting objectives of stakeholders. Measuring is not easy, but not impossible; we propose to start a process that sooner or later will enable all partner countries to measure the same objectives in a comparable fashion.

Managing the Process

• The core of our contribution to the SEE-River Toolkit is a scheme supporting the piece-by-piece creation of a river corridor. This tool is intended to be used by all actors, being continuously updated.
• A generic "project" considered in what follows may:
  - explicitly address one or more of the key objectives (at the local or corridor scale)
  - address any other need (e.g. transportation or hydropower generation), which may somehow impact on one or more of such objectives.
• Block B) is a decision process based on Public Participation (PP) which may occur at both scales (local project or whole corridor setting).
  We also addressed the following relevant issues for integrated river corridor management:
• Criteria to define river corridors
• Issues to get to measurable objectives (based on Value Function approach), including examples